
Work and Life Balance: 

5 Steps to Using Our Holiday Colors 

to Create a More Balanced Life  
Anita entertains her audiences with her wit, wisdom and 

analogies about using red and green as a guide to enjoy 

more happiness, health, success and wealth in your life.  

 

 

Empowerment: 

After Me, You’re First!  
Learn how loving yourself first is very 

empowering for both yourself & others! 
Enjoy learning how to *picturize* every situation so  

you can see why and how it’s best for all when you think  

of yourself first – but not only – when making any choice  

or decision and how doing so is being socially responsible. 

 

 

Foresight and Planning Ahead:  

What’s For Dinner Next Year?   
Destiny happens not by chance, but by choice.   

Using a variety of stories, humor, and wisdom, audiences  

will enjoy learning a unique way of looking into your  

future to get a sneak preview of what you are creating  

for yourself tomorrow by the choices you make today.  

   

 

Creating Unity in our Diverse Communities:  

Creating Miracles in America!  
5 Ways Each of Us Can Help Preserve 

What’s Good in Our Great Country! 
Join Aneta to learn how we can make our country more by  

the people for the people.  You’ll learn how we can start   

with ourselves to make changes instead of waiting for others 

to be first to create respectfulness in our diverse communities. 

 

 
 

 

Call 949-378-4126 today to schedule 

Aneta ThinkOfAll as your next speaker. 

www.ThinkOfAll.com  

www.LocalChoicesForGlobalRespect.org  
Long Beach, CA  90815 

 

The best solution always begins  

with ‘Thinking Of All’ choices. 

Audiences enjoy Aneta’s enthusiasm, wit, and wisdom acquired over 25 years experience in the business world.  

She applies ageless wisdom to life's never-ending situations in unique and interesting ways for all to learn from them. 

 

Aneta has worked in a multitude of management and training positions and as a Title One teacher. She has  

contributed to the success of  AT&T, Sprint, Owens-Corning Fiberglas, TAC Worldwide, and other companies.   

 

As president of Think Of All and program manager of Local Choices for Global Respect, Aneta provides  training  

and consulting on leadership, decision-making, and implementation skills for businesses, educators, parents, & activists. 

 

Accolades 
“I’ve worked with the government for 24 years 

and every one of  our departments can benefit 

from using your ‘Think Of All’ process! Thanks  

a million. Come back & tell us more stories!”   

                      Government Executive, Phoenix 

 

“Aneta's stories and analogies were so funny,  

enlightening, and entertaining! We thoroughly 

enjoyed her message! Come back soon.“                              

   Roberta Cockrill, Advanced Business Results 

 

“Thanks for your marvelous presentation!   

Your examples were so clear, illustrations  

so unique, and so applicable to life.”        

                                       Stacie Schultz, NAPO 

 

Speaker, Educator, Consultant,  

Author of After Me, You’re First  

and Think and Grow Peace 


